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ALE ANNOUNCE PLANS FOR 8,000T HEAVY LIFTING CRANE

ALE has announced their latest heavy lifting solution, the AL.SK700, which will be part of the
Innovation Series.
By combining two AL.SK cranes, the largest capacity land based cranes in the world into
one heavy lifting system, ALE’s new AL.SK700 will be able to lift loads of up to 8,000t with a
load moment of 708,000tm. The system will operate with two 4,000t winch systems and two
hook blocks.
The AL.SK700 is ideally suited to lift super-heavy modules found in the offshore and
shipbuilding industry.
This innovative double boom system will be operated from one control room by a single
operator.
It will be fully containerised for shipping globally so can be deployed to all locations and
across different market sectors.
“At present, our revolutionary AL.SK350 has the lifting capacity of 5,000t and a load moment
of 354,000tm,” explains Giovanni Alders, Sales Manager ALE - Global Projects Division.
“We are receiving requests to lift up to 7,000t, particularly in the shipbuilding and offshore
sector with the integration of heavier FPSOs and LNG modules onto new build hulls. We are
always looking for innovative ways to solve our clients’ challenges and reduce project
schedules and money spent. By joining two cranes together into the AL.SK700, we can lift
loads weighing 8,000t, which has never been previously achievable. This highly mobile
solution will give clients the opportunity to build super-heavy modules and structures in any
fabrication yard around the world.”
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Issued by the ALE Press Office. For more information or images, please contact Sarah
Maia on 01889 272 545 or email s.maia@ale-heavylift.com
Images 1 and 2: Artistic impressions of the AL.SK700.
NOTES TO EDITORS
Founded in 1983 by Roger Harries, ALE delivers a highly tailored, end-to-end service
covering every aspect of the handling, transportation and installation of heavy, indivisible
loads, including lifting, transporting, installing, ballasting, jacking and weighing.
ALE delivers strategic heavy-lift services to a wide range of sectors, including civil, oil and
gas, energy, nuclear, offshore, renewables, petrochemical, ports, marine, minerals and
metals and mining.
In 2011 ALE launched its ground breaking innovation - the Mega Jack system- capable of
lifting 60,000te to a height of 25m the Mega Jack was developed to meet increasing demand
in the offshore industry.
ALE has more than 30 offices across Europe, the Far East, Africa, America, South America,
the Middle East and Australia. It is fully compliant with international standards of safety and
excellence, including Quality standard ISO 9001:2008, Environmental standard ISO
14001:2004, and Health and Safety Standard OHSAS 18001:2007. ALE is also registered
and qualified in the Achilles Norway and Link-up systems, and is a member of both the
British Safety Council and the British Standards Institution.
Further information can be found on the ALE website at www.ale-heavylift.com

